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Coding Games in Scratch: A Step-by-Step Visual Guide to Building Your Own Computer GamesDK Children, 2015

	Written for children ages 8–12 with little to no coding experience, this straightforward visual guide uses fun graphics and easy-to-follow instructions to show young learners how to build their own computer projects using Scratch, a popular free programming language.


	With Coding Games in Scratch, kids can build single...
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Reactive Streams in Java: Concurrency with RxJava, Reactor, and Akka StreamsApress, 2018

	
		Get an easy introduction to reactive streams in Java to handle concurrency, data streams, and the propagation of change in today's applications. This compact book includes in-depth introductions to RxJava, Akka Streams, and Reactor, and integrates the latest related features from Java 9 and 11, as well as reactive streams...
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Tkinter GUI Programming by Example: Learn to create modern GUIs using Tkinter by building real-world projects in PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Python and its de facto GUI framework to build highly interactive interfaces

	
		Key Features

		
			The fundamentals of Python and GUI programming with Tkinter.
	
			Create multiple cross-platform projects by integrating a host of third-party libraries and...
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Perfect Pan Pizza: Square Pies to Make at Home, from Roman, Sicilian, and Detroit, to Grandma Pies and Focaccia [A Cookbook]Ten Speed Press, 2019

	An in-depth guide to pan pizza from baking authority Peter Reinhart, including achievable recipes for making Detroit-, Sicilian-, and Roman-style pan pizzas and focaccias in a home oven.

	

	NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY FOOD NETWORK

	

	This new book from bread legend...
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Tame Your Anxiety: Rewiring Your Brain for HappinessRowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2019

	
		Anxiety is natural. Calm is learned.

	
		If you didn’t learn yesterday, you can learn today.

	
		It’s not easy, of course. Once your natural alarm system is triggered, it’s hard to find the off switch. Indeed, you don’t have an off switch until you build one....
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A Practical Guide to Azure DevOps: Learn by doing - Third EditionIndependent Publishers Group, 2020

	
		DevOps has become a major topic for developers, testers, project managers and many others involved in building software products. Microsoft has introduced Azure DevOps as their tool for implementing DevOps practices. 

	
		This book is intended to provide the reader a step-by-step, easy to follow guide...
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Deploying Virtual Private Networks with Microsoft Windows Server 2003Microsoft Press, 2003
Get in-depth technical guidance, Windows-specific best practices, and  real-world troubleshooting tactics-direct from the Windows wireless product  development team.

This is the essential reference for any IT professional deploying virtual  private networks (VPNs) using Windows Server 2003 and Windows XP. The book  thoroughly details how...
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Oracle PL/SQL for DBAsO'Reilly, 2005
PL/SQL, Oracle's powerful procedural language, has been the  cornerstone of Oracle application development for nearly 15 years. Although  primarily a tool for developers, PL/SQL has also become an essential tool for  database administration, as DBAs take increasing responsibility for site  performance and as the lines between...
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The Case for Virtual Business Processes : Reduce Costs, Improve Efficiencies, and Focus on Your Core BusinessCisco Press, 2004
The dot-com collapse generally discredited the idea of leveraging the Internet to build viable businesses. Many market pundits have decried the concept without examining the underlying dynamics associated with these companies' failures. The truth is, prior business models were built on a flawed business case, not bad technology....
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Sams Teach Yourself Sap R/3 in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 1999
Sams Teach Yourself SAP R/3 in 10 Minutes covers general tasks including basic navigation skills, working with master data, and running reports. With timesaving tips, plain english definitions, panic button advice, and easy-to-follow tutorials that can be completed in 10 minutes or less, you will be immediately...
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Wireless Security HandbookAuerbach Publications, 2005
This book was written to give the reader a well-rounded understanding
of wireless network security. It looks at wireless from multiple perspectives,
ranging from auditor, to security architect, to hacker. This wide
scope benefits anyone who has to administer, secure, hack, or participate
on a wireless network. Going through this...
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Escape From Excel Hell: Fixing Problems in Excel 2003, 2002 and 2000 (Mr. Spreadsheet's Bookshelf)John Wiley & Sons, 2006
When Excel talks back to you, here's what to do
    

    You try to open a spreadsheet and Excel won't let you, because there's a macro involved. You cannot convince the software that the macro is safe. You hurl something across the room.    

    Grab this book instead! You'll find more than 200 fixes for things...
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